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(Belated) Happy New Year 2016!
From James DeMeo and OBRL
Oval Blue Bions, in a matrix of quartz rock dust. Heated to red-hot
incandescence, quickly immersed into sterile distilled water, then viewed in the
OBRL Leitz Ortholux microscope with apochromatic/periplan true-color optics.

Details Below.
The OBRL Annual Newsletter is sent out once per year, in late December or
early January. Subscribe to OBRL-News or visit the OBRL-Blog for more
frequent notices. http://www.orgonelab.org/OBRLNewsletter.htm
Here’s an account of work at OBRL in 2015,
and what’s in store for 2016 and the future.
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Dear Friends and Supporters,
This year passed with new publications and lectures, accepted into a few mainstream
scientific publications and forums. Experimental investigations continued also into the
spectroscopic properties of orgone-charged water, with a parallel study of natural
rainwater and snowmelt. Work also transpired to complete the construction of a second
large cloudbuster at the OBRL facility, adding to our abilities to draw in moisture from the
nearby Pacific Ocean – results paid off in late 2015 and early 2016, discussed below.
Starting in mid-2015, international social turbulence occupied much time and
study, with the massive Islamic invasion into Europe, something which my Saharasia
work of the 1980s predicted would quickly take on a violent character, particularly
regarding issues of sexuality – the relatively free social-sexual conditions in Europe and
the Americas could only hope to provoke violent reactions from men of Islamic cultures,
where even casual conversation between unrelated men and women is a cause for
hysterical violence, to include “honor murder” of females for such a “sin”. And so as a
consequence, we have seen outbreaks of massive Islamic gang-rape violence and terror
murders all across Europe. Keeping track of this crisis has taken time from our usual work
routine, as both friends and relatives in Europe and Germany specifically have come under
serious threats from events which international media generally refuse to report about. The
poison of “Political Correctness” has also spread widely, to silence critics of Islam. These
events are an exact confirmation of predictions flowing from my Saharasia findings.
Other significant experimental work has nevertheless proceeded. My findings
from many years of direct applications of the Reich cloudbuster were presented to the 10th
International Conference on the Physics, Chemistry and Biology of Water. A video of that
lecture is now available on YouTube. One of my papers on the question of Cosmic EtherDrift was published in the Journal for Scientific Exploration, promoting interesting
discussions. A new Canon 60D SLR camera was matched up with our Leitz Ortholux
microscope, to make some striking new images of oval blue-glowing bions (see the cover
page). Two new books were published, along with four new editions of older works which
had gone out of print. A series of scholarly essays were also written and posted to social
media webpages, including a new presence on Facebook – something I have trepidations
about, but we are always looking for new ways to make contact with the public, bypassing
the many obstacles, slanders and censorship of sources like “Wikipedia”, or the typical
mainstream media. All of these projects are described below..
Your interest in keeping abreast of my work as supported via OBRL is most
appreciated. Please consider to make a donation, or to purchase our books, the older and
newer ones, for both yourself, as well as for gifts to students and friends.
Thanks for your interest,
James DeMeo, PhD
Director of OBRL
http://www.orgonelab.org
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1. New Published Books and Articles:
Six New Books were published in 2015, one new title and four new editions of
older works, and one new translation into German language. The offerings of
our in-house publications has grown so much over the last years, that I will
simply give the basic title information with weblinks at the end of the list where
they can be purchased. You can go to those weblinks to get further descriptive
info, and to purchase. These are all now available, world-wide:
by James DeMeo:
– The Orgone Accumulator Handbook: Wilhelm Reich’s Life-Energy
Discoveries and Healing Tools for the 21st Century, with Construction Plans,
Revised & Expanded 3rd Edition, 250+ pages. (English, with translated editions
into German, Spanish, Italian and Greek languages).
– In Defense of Wilhelm Reich: Opposing the 80-Years’ War of Mainstream
Defamatory Slander Against One of the 20th Century’s Most Brilliant
Physicians and Natural Scientists.
– Saharasia: The 4000 BCE Origins of Child Abuse, Sex-Repression, Warfare
and Social Violence, In the Deserts of the Old World.
– Preliminary Analysis of Changes in Kansas Weather Coincidental to
Experimental Operations with a Reich Cloudbuster. (2010 Hardcover Reprint
of a 1979 University of Kansas Thesis and Research Report.)
Edited by James DeMeo, compendiums of articles by many authors:
– Heretic’s Notebook: Emotions, Protocells, Ether-Drift and Cosmic LifeEnergy, with New Research Supporting Wilhelm Reich (Pulse of the Planet #5).
– On Wilhelm Reich and Orgonomy: Reich in Denmark, Atomic Accidents,
Bomb Tests & Weather, Cloudbusting in Israel & Namibia, Summerhill School
Slandered, & Eyewitness Report on FDA Burning of Reich’s Books (Pulse of the
Planet #4).
– Pulse of the Planet No.3: On Peaceful Versus Violent Societies, Nuclear
Accidents, and Wilhelm Reich’s Orgone Energy for Healing Land and Life.
(Reprint 2015, in new Perfectbound edition).
– Pulse of the Planet No.2: On Cosmic Energy, Acupuncture Energy, A-Bombs
& Earthquakes, and Wilhelm Reich’s Orgone Accumulator. (Reprint 2015, in
new Perfectbound edition).
– Pulse of the Planet No.1: On A-Bombs, Polar Motion, Cloudbusting,
Droughts, and FDA/"Skeptic Club" Slanders of Wilhelm Reich. (Reprint 2015, in
new Perfectbound edition).
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by Emanuel di Pasquale:
– Natural Love, and the Unnatural Attacks Against It.
by Max Hodann:
– History of Modern Morals: By a Central Participant in the European
Weimar-Era Sexual Reform Movement.
by Roberto Maglione:
– Wilhelm Reich and the Healing of Atmospheres: Modern Techniques for the
Abatement of Desertification.
by James Edward Martin:
– Wilhelm Reich and the Cold War: The True Story of How a Communist Spy
Team, Government Hoodlums and Sick Psychiatrists Destroyed Sexual Science
and Cosmic Life Energy Discoveries.
The serious student of orgonomy should have all these high-quality books in
their library, as they are excellent scientific information with essays validating
and often expanding upon Wilhelm Reich’s sex-economic clinical work, with
experimental reports corroborating Reich’s original orgone energy research
findings, and related phenomenon. You can obtain them from these websites:
Natural Energy Works (USA): http://www.naturalenergyworks.net
Amazon.com (USA), Amazon.ca (Canada), Amazon.co.uk (Europe),
Amazon.in (India), FishPond.au.com (Australia-Japan) and
BookDepository.com (world-wide, often with free shipping).\
Also our most popular measuring instruments
(available only from http://www.naturalenergyworks.net )
– LM4: Experimental Life Energy Meter
The LM4 has seen significant improvement in sensitivity and stability over the
years. Several videos are now posted up on its selling page at Natural Energy
Works, showing different experimental applications.
– EM2: Broadband Electromagnetic Radio Frequency Meter
– Trifield 100XP Electromagnetic & Microwave Meter
The EM2 and Trifield 100XP meters are essential tools for orgone energy
accumulator safety and research, to identify electrosmog “hot spots” and “quiet
zones”, to aid in where, or where not, to place your orgone accumulator, or your
bed or work-desk. Or to aid in determining if your home is contaminated. Read
the Orgone Accumulator Handbook, for discussions on these issues.
4

2. Lecture on DeMeo’s Cloudbusting Field Experiments
I recently gave another invited lecture at the Tenth Annual Conference on the
Physics, Chemistry and Biology of Water, as held in Varna, Bulgaria (on the
Black Sea), 1-4 October 2015.
http://www.waterconf.org/conference-program/2015.php
This conference was attended by top water research scientists from around
the world, including Nobel laureates and long-time investigators into the related
subjects of water memory, water structure, and biophoton phenomenon. An
Abstract, PowerPoint PDF of my research presentation, and YouTube of the
actual lecture can be downloaded from the above Conference website, or from
the weblinks below.
“Restoring the Life-Properties to Atmospheric Water: A New Method for
Ending Droughts, Tested in the USA, Israel and Africa”, by James DeMeo.

A YouTube of this lecture is available at the Conference website above, and also
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-bzIXIWvZ4
An Abstract of this presentation follows.
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Restoring the Life-Properties to Atmospheric Water:
A New Method for Ending Droughts, Tested in the USA, Israel and Africa
James DeMeo, PhD
demeo@mind.net
Orgone Biophysical Research Lab, Ashland, Oregon, USA
The problems of drought and desertification, with attending economic disaster and famine, have
no orthodox approaches by which such conditions can be significantly mitigated. One can only offer
food aid and other assistance, while everyone waits long periods for a change in the weather. In the
1950s, the controversial scientist Wilhelm Reich offered a solution to such crises. By his descriptions,
proper use of his specialized antenna -- termed the Reich cloudbuster, and not to be confused with
abundant distortions on internet -- could tap into an unusual energetic property of Earth’s atmosphere
and surface waters to influence weather systems. The genesis and dynamics of both individual clouds
and larger storm systems could thereby be influenced, to trigger regional episodes of rainy weather and
even end drought conditions.
As is well documented, Reich’s unorthodox methods were subjected to a vicious media smear
campaign and fraudulent legal attacks by the US Food and Drug Administration, moving against his
related biomedical research, leading to his 1957 death in prison and the most outrageous incident of
US Court-ordered bookburning in American history.
Starting in the 1970s, I consulted with people who had known and worked with Reich, and
constructed a large cloudbusting instrument according to the original designs, acquiring copies of the
banned and burned materials detailing Reich’s theory of cosmic-atmospheric-biological energy, which
he termed the orgone energy. My first field trials at the University of Kansas under non-drought
conditions produced results confirming Reich’s findings, in that 75% of 12 tests, each lasting from 2 to
4 hours on one day only, were followed within 24 hours by significant increases in percent cloud cover
and rains, as determined from National Weather Service networks of rain gauges for the full state of
Kansas. A separate determination confirmed a cloud-dissipation effect as well, using different
operational techniques. A later systematic 1989 field trial I conducted in the American Southwest
drylands on five separate pre-announced dates were followed by a region-wide rainfall doubling
effect, starting on average within one day of commencement of operations, lasting for about a week
thereafter.
On invitation of the Israeli government, I organized a drought-abatement expedition over six days
in late November 1991, the time of an historically severe drought and water crisis of 3-years duration.
That work was followed by the strongest Mediterranean storm system to arrive on the Israel coastline
in 50 years. A pulsating storm-cycle thereafter developed without further interventions, bringing
unprecedented record-breaking Winter precipitation.
In 1994, at the invitation of the Eritrean Ministry of Agriculture, a 30-year drought epoch in that
small nation was ended by a two-week application of Reich’s methods. A subsequent 5-year project
was then organized, from 1995-1999, eventually using three Reich cloudbuster instruments in a tightly
coordinated manner. Rains at 150% above normal developed over the East African region during that
period of work. The storm systems following our work stimulated excellent rains over Eritrea and the
entire Nile River Basin region. Lake Nasser, behind the Aswan High Dam, filled to capacity for the
first time in its history, with large new lakes created in the open Sahara Desert by the Dam’s overflow
discharge.
Other major drought-relief expeditions were undertaken in the USA and overseas, with equally
good success, affirming Reich’s view that water possesses an energetic property which can be
influenced by non-chemical methods over large distances. In spite of great hostility and slander

attacks by the mainstream media and academic “skeptic groups”, my work has verified Reich
on this most controversial of his scientific discoveries.
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ESSAYS, from OBRL Social Media
All have been somewhat revised from the orignal links.
3. Further Confirmations of DeMeo’s Saharasia research findings.
(Reposted from the OBRL Wordpress Blog, from 24 Feb. 2015)
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/02/24/additional-confirmations-onsaharasia/
From James DeMeo, PhD
A publication from 2006 recently came to my attention, providing additional
proofs for the massive c.4000-3500 BCE climate shift which dried out the large
Saharasian Desert Belt region (North Africa, Middle East, Central Asia), and
some of the social changes which attended that climate change from lush
forested grasslands, into hyperarid hardpan deserts and sand dunes:
* Nick Brooks, "Cultural responses to aridity in the Middle Holocene and
increased social complexity", Quaternary International 151 (2006) 29-49.
http://www.academia.edu/463993/Cultural_responses_to_aridity_in_the_Middle
_Holocene_and_increased_social_complexity
This paper by Brooks was an excellent bit of work, but did not go into
issues such as child treatment, status of women, sexual and family factors, nor
the degeneration of social conditions into slavery or caste systems, and other
factors so clearly related to social violence and warfare-conquest. Those were
covered in detail within my Saharasia publications.
Brooks did not cite my prior work, possibly due to not knowing about it.
However, Brooks’ more recent study is interesting for several reasons beyond
the basic confirmation of my determined chronology of the Saharasian climate
transformations, as well as how that transformation elicited severe social
changes in the Old World regions so affected.
For example:
A. Brooks documents a chronology for climate transformations within many of
the same sub-regions of what I call the Saharasian Desert Belt, with dates that
are very close to my own. The timing of climatic changes from wet to dry in the
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Sahara Desert are also reflected roughly identically across Arabia, Mesopotamia,
Central Asia and South Asia (the Indus-Sarasvati region). This aspect was
thoroughly documented in my book Saharasia, in an archaeological-historical
reconstruction spanning the period roughly from c.10,000 BCE to c.1900 AD.
An analysis of social impacts of Saharasian desertification was also undertaken
using standardized and peer-reviewed cross-cultural data from 1170 different
world cultures, in a quadruple-blind control procedure that generated the first
world maps of human behavior as derived from global ethnography. Numerous
maps were generated of cultural-social factors revealing a Saharasian culturalviolence geographical pattern mirroring the Saharasian Desert Belt.
My findings were published in a major book, Saharasia, with additional
summary papers in peer-reviewed history or anthropology journals, or as book
chapters, going back to the original doctoral dissertation of 1986.
* James DeMeo. "The Origins and Diffusion of Patrism in Saharasia,
c.4000 BCE: Evidence for a Worldwide, Climate-Linked Geographical Pattern
in Human Behavior", World Futures, 30:247-271, 1991
https://www.academia.edu/3674729/The_origins_and_diffusion_of_patrism_in_
Saharasia_c.4000_BCE_Evidence_for_a_worldwide_climate_linked_geographic
al_pattern_in_human_behavior
* James DeMeo. "A ‘Saharasian’ Climate-Linked Geographical Pattern in
the Global Cross-Cultural Data on Human Behavior", World Cultures,
14(2):111-143, 2003
https://www.academia.edu/3674730/A_Saharasian_ClimateLinked_Geographical_Pattern_in_the_Global_CrossCultural_Data_on_Human_Behavior
* James DeMeo. Saharasia: The 4000-3500 BCE Origins of Child Abuse,
Sex-Repression, Warfare and Social Violence, In the Deserts of the Old World.
2nd Revised & Updated Edition, Natural Energy Works Press, 2006, 2011.
http://www.amazon.com/Saharasia-Origins-Sex-Repression-WarfareViolence/dp/0980231647
B. Additional teleconnections with similar dates of desertification are identified
by Brooks in the Peruvian region of South America, indicating long-distance
climate teleconnections from the Saharasian Desert Belt to distant world regions.
I previously wrote about these long-distance influences in more modern
contexts, in two papers, where the primary desert region of Saharasia was
contrasted against all other desert regions around the world, as secondary deserts
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which formed in climatic response to primary Saharasia:
* James DeMeo. "Desert Expansion and Drought: Environmental Crisis
(The Desert-Drought Map)", Journal of Orgonomy, Vol.23, No.1, pp.15-26 May
1989
http://www.academia.edu/4436572/Desert_Expansion_and_Drought_Environme
ntal_Crisis_The_Desert-Drought_Map_
* James DeMeo. "The Desert-Drought Map", Pulse of the Planet, Vol.1,
No.2, 1989, p.82 https://www.academia.edu/4436591/The_DesertDrought_Map
Slowly the world of classical science is catching up to ideas I wrote about
going back to the early 1980s. And my ideas were in turn founded upon critical
findings and theories of Wilhelm Reich, corroborated and expanded upon in my
Saharasia work. Saharasia was also by itself also a solution to what Reich
termed the "Riddle of the Origins of Human Armoring".
For the rational skeptic, I should also point out, the Saharasia findings have
been subjected to extensive and constructive peer-review, as well as some
destructive attacks. But the basic analytic methodology and findings had already
been immersed in the acid of focused scientific critique and analysis, well before
the first additionally peer-reviewed publications appeared. Long before the
articles and Saharasia book were published, I had presented my findings before
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, to the Association of
American Geographers, to the Arid Lands Society, and to the Association of
Pacific Coast Geographers, as well as at some smaller academic venues and
conferences. Large groups of geographers, anthropologists and climatologists
have reviewed my findings over many years. Not once has any serious flaw in
the data or methodology ever been identified, nor has any fact-based criticism
emerged into public discussion.
The findings nevertheless stirred up a lot of animosity within some sexnegative and/or politically-inspired circles. Elsewhere, it caused befuddlement in
how a new method of geographic analysis was applied to answer ancient
historical, ethnographic and psychological questions related to human behavior.
Clearly, my Saharasia work gored many sacred cows and carefully-guarded
bibliographies of the academic mandarins, and hence was for a long time placed
in a prominent position on the Index Expurgatorius of modern scientism. Even
many "Reich followers" find it too perplexing to fit into narrow world views
based upon lingering mystical attitudes, or their "politically correct" ideas of
multiculturalism, supposing that all human cultures are equally violent, or
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equally sex-negative, or that genetics controls our potentials for violence, and
therefore all human cultures are “the same”. Not so. While some human
societies are more decidedly relaxed, sex-positive and peace oriented, the
majority of human societies are suffering from moderate to high levels of sexual
repression and disturbances, child abuse and sex-abuse, and low women’s status.
And some cultures produce majority percentages of violent psychopaths, male
and female, as a consequence. And today, those extremely violent cultures are
still found in highest concentration across the Saharasian Desert Belt,
dominated today by Islamic culture. (Heresy!)
The world of Natural Science is slowly catching up to the findings in my
Saharasia, as new generations of scientists and scholars gravitate to ask some of
the same tough questions, and stumble over the same findings as were raised and
observed in my original field work, or as I dug out from old texts in libraries.
Modern science is re-discovering similar geographical patterns and time-lines, as
firstly described in my work during the early 1980s.
I subsequently had multiple invitations to submit summary papers in
specialized scientific literature, but no mainstream academic press was willing to
publish the book uncensored, with the full attention to detail as I demanded. So
it was eventually self-published, with a newly updated 2nd edition containing an
all-new Appendix article "Update on Saharasia", which goes into more recent
findings in archaeology which support the overall discovery.
http://www.amazon.com/Saharasia-Origins-Sex-Repression-WarfareViolence/dp/0980231647
For additional information, see the Saharasia book and "Update" article,
and these prior reports:
New Evidence Supporting Saharasia
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2012/06/06/new-evidence-supporting-saharasia/
More Confirmation on Saharasia
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2012/06/09/more-confirmation-on-saharasia/
New Confirmations on Saharasia
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2014/03/13/new-confirmations-on-saharasia/
++++++++
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4. Regrettable Confirmations of Saharasia: Muslim Terrorists
Discover Saharasia. The full ugly details are given here:
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2014/06/20/muslim-terrorists-discoversaharasia-2/
Below is a map currently being circulated by the Muslim Jihadi murderers. In
this map they openly identify all the territories occupied by Islamic warriors in
past conquests, plus all borderland regions which at one or another time in
history had been conquered by various Muslim war-lords, but which were taken
back by the original cultural inhabitants. By Islamic thought, those onceconquered territories, which were wrested from Muslim conquest via the
Crusades or other major battles, are still "Muslim property". Once land is stolen
by Muslims, it forever “belongs to them” by their thinking, and those lands
henceforth become a chronic cause for further warfare to recapture them. To
Islamic thinking, these are all "Muslim lands forever" and are "occupied
territory" being "unjustly inhabited" by non-believer infidels.
Examples would be the "occupying" Spanish, French, Greek, Serbs,
Bulgarians, Romanians, Hungarians, Russians, Chinese, Indians, Israeli Jews,
Lebanese Christians, Buddhists, Hindus, Animists and various black African
tribes. By Islamic thinking, these people are merely "temporary inhabitants" or
even sub-human "aboriginals", currently occupying Islamic territory. They are
all "occupiers" who, by Islamic thought, must be driven out from those lands,
converted into Islam, killed off, or become dhimmi slaves and pay the ferocious
annual Jidza head-tax, which is the Islamic tribute payment required for nonMuslims to remain alive within "Islamic territory" for an additional year.
Consequently, it is not surprising at all to see the following map being
circulated by the Islamic jihad factions, nor to see that it strongly correlates with
my original World Behavior Map, published years ago in my Saharasia book.
(see next page) The ISIS Jihad map reflects both past and more recent Islamic
conquests, which led to higher levels of violence and human armoring in every
case. And that higher Islamic violence is what is reflected in my World
Behavior Map, within the “extreme patrist, heavily armored” regions. PreIslamic cultures in Saharasia also were moderate to extreme in their violence, as
with all the warring Empires, Pharoahs, God-Kings, and similar. Islam,
however, has been unusualy persistent and severely crushing of human
freedoms, lasting nearly 1400 years.
If all this is a mystery to the reader, then review my Saharasia book, as a great
predictor of the current epoch of Islamic violence, terrorism and mass invasions.
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Above: Modern Islamic State Map of existing and intended conquest regions
Below: World Behavior Map, the black areas identify regions already
conquered by mostly Islamic warrior-nomad armies as of c.1900 AD

+++++++++++++++++
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5. Additional New Support for the Saharasia Findings
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/06/17/new-support-for-saharasia-findings/
Several new world maps have come to my attention which reflect the global
Saharasian patterns as presented in my work back in the 1980s and 90s.
A. The Global Peace Index Map
http://www.visionofhumanity.org/#/page/indexes/global-peace-index
This project began in 2008, and so reflects conditions approximately108 years
after the original c.1900 tribal ethnographic data presented in my Saharasia. It
reveals the conditions within modern nation-states. These modern data indicates
a serious expansion of global violence since 1900, notably within those nationstates along the borderlands of Saharasia proper. Nations of giant territories,
such as Russia, China or Canada do not allow for differentiated region analyses
within their territories, unfortunately, but the nation-state data nevertheless
reveals the original Saharasian pattern, with major spreading of patristicarmored social violence (and wars) out into the Saharasian borderlands. The
Global Peace Maps website also allows one to select conditions from c.2008
through 2015, which by itself reveals some of this spreading of global violence.

However, I seriously question the validity of most of the choices of
indicator variables by this organization, which ignore issues relevant to child
abuse, women’s status, marriage freedom and general freedoms of thought or
action. Slavery is not addressed anywhere, nor are caste systems, for example,
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though both institutions require immense violence to accomplish. Chronic
violence against women as in female sexual slavery -- found across the entire
Islamic world as coercive arranged marriages and pedophile child-marriages -- is
simply ignored. Adult sadism seen in the infliction of pain or trauma on
children as from genital mutilations, or severe obedience training are not
addressed either. And in some cases, the selected variables appear to have made
their list only because they cleverly attempt to make Western democracies look
just as bad as various totalitarian states. This I know as a typical Marxist ploy,
what we would call “cherry-picking” of data sets (and ignoring others) so as to
make propaganda maps.
For example, the two variables “access to weapons” and “homicide” are
clearly related, but not in any straightforward way, the general false assumption
being if the majority population has access to guns, they are necessarily violent
people. This idea ignores how people with access to guns can protect themselves
from criminal killers or totalitarian tyrants, who peridocially commit massmurder of unarmed populations. Private gun ownership is a bulwark against
both violent criminals and tyrants in government.
“Access to weapons” is defined only as guns, and shows the USA, Italy,
Greece, Latvia, Bulgaria to be identical to murderous totalitarian Iran, North
Korea or Saudi Arabia, which is a fully false comparison. Meanwhile
Communist totalitarian Eritrea and China are given a “more peaceful”
identification as they don’t allow any access to weapons for their citizens. By
that measure, the genocidal Soviet Union and Nazi Germany would show up on
the “peaceful” side of calculations on that variable, given how citizen access to
guns was banished in both regimes. “Weapons” did not include knives or stones,
which also serve as a murder weapon frequently used by vigilante squads in the
Islamic gun-banishing nations. Also, many statistics on gun violence, as in the
homicide rates, do not address people defending themselves against armed
criminals, thereby producing a more peaceful condition even as criminals are
sent to their graves, or into hospitals, or merely warned away.
The homicide rates also show a different picture from “access to
weapons”, reflecting a more accurate measure of “peace” -- but even so,
“homicide” by itself is not the whole story when making international
comparisons. For example, democide, the murder of civilians by their own
governments, can kill far more people than homicides due to criminal actions,
disputes or family conflicts. Communist China, Iran, North Korea and Saudi
Arabia, which have among the highest rates of government executions and
generally for political or theological reasons, are shown as having lower
“homicide” rates (and ergo more “peaceful” conditions) than the USA. The
slave-labor death-camps in Communist China and North Korea also escape
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attention in the “incarceration rate” and “homicide” variables, which are
restricted to civil prisons and non-democide deaths only. The “incarceration”
variable does not address the fact that within totalitarian nations where you must
plead to get a special exit visa to leave the country, everyone is a prisoner. Such
nations are governed by quasi-military police forces, thereby giving Communist
and Islamic nations – the latter of which deprives all women of passports or free
travel without permissions from male relatives – a free pass. And overall the
problem of government-produced falsified statistics, as are typical in Communist
and Islamic nations, does not appear to be addressed at all.
The Global Peace Index therefore in larger measure has been "Politically
Corrected" by using restricted variables corresponding to Leftist ideological
premises, without sex-economic context as was the focus in my Saharasia maps.
Nevertheless, a glimpse of the old Saharasian pattern still comes through for
some of those variables.
The Old World adjacent to the Saharasian Desert Belt, for example,
constantly shows itself to be in a chronically “less peaceful” condition on nearly
all the variables by comparison to the New World. This factor was detailed in
my Saharasia book, consequent to the later arrival in the New World of societies
who carried violence from the Old World in their social institutions and belief
systems, transplanting those social factors into their New World homelands.
This factor alone significantly undermines the genetic theories of social
violence, but is hardly recognized due to the irrational “wall of silence” erected
against my Saharasia findings within the academic world, and also within some
circles of contemporary orgonomy.
B. Freedom House Maps (continued on next page)
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world-2015/maps
From this institute, the maps are not “politically corrected” and so we see more
clearly, the spreading of the Saharasian influences throughout Africa, across the
Middle East and into the Communist nations, whether or not they have recently
been freed from a Communist government (no world region has recently been
freed from Islam). The least-free nations are clustered within Saharasia or its
borderland nations. And again, the Old World is far less free than the New
World, on average. Those facts indicate, the maps depict issues of character
structure, either the desire for and tolerance of freedom, or a basic fear and
hatred of freedom, plus factors of political dominance, which force un-free and
violent social conditions on a disarmed and conquered population.
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C. Health Risk Maps (continued on next page)
https://www.internationalsos.com/risk-outlook
Where freedom and peace are absent, human emotional and mental health reflect
a generalized highly-armored condition, and somatic health cannot help but to
deteriorate. At minimum, the absence of freedom and peace reflects the same
issues of human armoring which drives societies towards emotional plague
behavior — as seen in social violence and restrictions on individual and
collective freedom. Once again, the regions of greatest risk to health and safety
are Saharasia and its borderlands, even where sex-economic factors are not
included into the analysis.
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Note in my Saharasia book, I have a separate chapter on "Expressions of
Saharasia in Contemporary Demography", which presents these same-similar
geographical patterns from data available in the early 1980s, including for
several sex-economic indicator variables. These show a somewhat half-way set
of distributions of armored violence, between what’s in the c.1900 World
Behavior Map, and these post-2000 world maps from various sources. What
you see in the maps from the above three internet sites additionally confirms the
original Saharasia findings.
http://www.amazon.com/Saharasia-Origins-Sex-Repression-WarfareViolence/dp/0980231647
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6. Correspondence: On Bions, Biogenesis, Cancer Biopathy and Brownian
Motions (Reposted from the OBRL Wordpress Blog, from 5 April 2015):
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/04/05/correspondence-on-bionsbiogenesis-cancer-biopathy-and-brownian-motions/
From James DeMeo, PhD
Recently I received several letters asking about Wilhelm Reich’s discovery of
the bions, their origins and development, and on the subject of Brownian motion,
the jiggling of small particles in water, as seen in the light microscope. These
prompted development of the following general response, a bare-bones summary
with reference material for the modern day student of biology, and professionals.
Some new information is also provided.
Over a five-year period in the mid-1990s, my institute, the Orgone
Biophysical Research Lab (OBRL) sponsored annual Summertime lab seminars
on "Bions, Cancer Biopathy and the Reich Blood Test". I was part of a team of
professionals who made the microbiological preparations, lectures and
demonstrations of bions and bionous processes, using high quality sterilization
and ultra-filtration equipment, and the best light-microscopes available. These
included a Leitz Ortholux light microscope and a Reichert microscope of the

Free-floating bions in a preparation of autoclaved grass in water.
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Oval blue bions within a matrix of quartz dust heated to red-hot
incandescence and immersed into sterile distilled water, photographed only
a few minutes later.
same model used by Reich in his original experiments (donated to OBRL by Dr.
Morton Herskowitz, with other apparatus donated by Dr. Robert Dew and Dr.
Louisa Lance). Both of these microscopes had the best-available colorcompensated apochromatic objectives and eyepieces, and were able to image
living preparations down to 5000x.
A review of bions made from sand, clay, iron filings, disintegrated moss
and grass, and from blood or tissues, were made as a matter of course during the
several days of those annual Summer seminars, with many photographs. Their
motional properties were also studied and captured on videotapes. Eventually I
gave a lecture, "Contemporary Bion Research: Support from Modern Biology",
given at the Second International Symposia on Pleomorphism in 2000, showing
various color images as recorded through the microscope during or after those
seminars. An article on those seminars was also published in 2002, in the OBRL
journal Pulse of the Planet #5: Heretic’s Notebook, detailing the procedures and
results, with photomicrographs of the samples we routinely prepared and
observed: "Bion-Biogenesis Research and Seminars at OBRL: Progress Report"
https://www.academia.edu/4212001/BionBiogenesis_Research_and_Seminars_at_OBRL_Progress_Report
Eventually I prepared a YouTube video compiling various photos and
video sequences made during the seminars. This video includes a few sequences
of bionous motions of sand bions, or the rotation of bionous clumps en-process
to formation of protozoans. One most simple demonstration comes by placing a
small quantity of ordinary quartz-dust in distilled water, producing a most
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intensive jiggling and dancing of the bions. A similar powerful motion is seen in
the small round bions within blood plasma, best seen in darkfield and classically
termed chylomicrons. I call them nutritional bions given how their abundance
changes with dietary factors. See here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-PVnS72IIY8
Those seminars provided the opportunity to replicate some of Reich’s
more complex bion experiments, as well as simpler ones. Over the years our
team instructed around 130 students and professionals in the basic preparation
techniques and processes for observations of bions, the bionous organization of
protozoa, and also techniques and procedures for the Reich blood test.
As to the Brownian motion itself, there were a few points not included in
the summary article I mention above, but which suggested these motions are not
the product of temperature alone, nor even primarily. Bions expressed this
jiggling motion at different intensities, but irrespective of temperature. The most
intensive motions were observed in quartz powders, or glacial rock dusts, as
sometimes used by innovative farmers and foresters for soil health.
There were anomalous variations in the motions observed on many
occasions which had nothing to do with temperature, and which strongly
suggested orgonotic parameters. For example, in the cool mornings, it was
typical for the bions to show a strong movement and jiggling as seen in the light
microscope — the preparations were a tiny bit of quartz or glacial rock dust in
distilled or ordinary tap water, placed on the microscope stage with a cover slip,
viewed at various magnifications from 500x to 2000x. However, around 4 PM or
so, which is the peak temperature of the day, the bions on those same
microscope slides would frequently just lay down on the bottom of the slide and
do nothing, in violation of a direct temperature-motion relationship. One small
particle might occasionally lift up from the bottom and dance around for a few
seconds, but then settle back down to the bottom of the slide. The same slide
would show an absence of motions during the night, but vigorous bionous
motions would reappear the next morning and day, though never in direct
proportion to temperature.
This phenomenon might be explained in observations seen another
experiment I ran, in a systematic and automated To-T experiment, the
temperature anomaly in the orgone accumulator. This also showed its strongest
magnitude of effect at the peak noontime hour, but not at the time of peak daily
temperature, in the later afternoon. Even though completely isolated from direct
solar heating influences, there were no correlations between the max-min of ToT differentials to the max-min of bion motility, nor of either to the max-min of
day-night temperatures. The timing of peak intensities of documented
experimental observations in To-T, and the observed anomalies in bion motility,
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suggest a causal common functioning principle in solar excitation and lumination
of the Earth’s orgone energy field, peaking out around the time of Solar Noon,
and to which both bion motility and the accumulator interior temperature were
responding. Of course, this empirical theory needs more systematic side-by-side
To-T and bion motility experimental testing and verification before it can be
considered secure. See: "Experimental Confirmation of the Reich Orgone
Accumulator Thermal Anomaly"
https://www.academia.edu/3677742/Experimental_Confirmation_of_the_Reich_
Orgone_Accumulator_Thermal_Anomaly
One must also realize, the bions themselves are highly-charged vesicles of
life-energy, and Reich called them orgone energy vesicles. He based this upon
his early observations of sand bions, which produced a strong bluish and highly
anomalous radiation with biological properties. Such bions are most obviously
seen in preparations from beach sand, quartz dust or clays, heated over a torch to
glowing incandescence, or from some kinds of slow biological disintegrations as
with grass in water. They produce well formed ovoid shapes, like tiny robin’s
eggs of about 1 micron diameter (see the photos above) and nearly always with a
glowing bluish interior and bluish energy field. These energy fields are excited
into lumination by the microscope light source — and even more vividly blue
when viewed in natural Sunlight, or (with eye protection) in UV-supplemented
microscope light sources. Living red blood corpuscles also show a bluish
energy field under color-compensated apochromatic optics. Bions from iron dust
are somewhat different, also ovoid like a robin’s egg, but red in color, and in my
experiments were generally clustered together like grapes on a vine.
When two bions approach each other, they frequently are attracted
together and create luminous blue-colored bridges between them, after which
they rarely separate, but dance around together. This led Reich to suggest the
phenomenon of orgonotic lumination to explain both the color intensity and the
attractive force. This was one of several lines of evidence noted by Reich that
the excited orgone energy had a bluish color with other unusual properties in
such excited states, something which also has serious implications for
gravitation. Today of course all the basic bion observations and laboratory
experiments have been confirmed repeatedly, in many published papers with
photographs, no matter how loudly the "skeptics" declare that bions “do not
exist”, or that “only Reichians” can see the bions.
My own work has also uncovered newer evidence supporting Reich’s
views about orgonotic lumination, at least in liquid preparations. Samples of
orgone-charged distilled water, by comparison to identical uncharged distilled
water control samples, will preferentially absorb light frequencies in the far UV
range, between ~240-280 nm. A fluorescence reaction (lumination) in longer
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wavelengths that encompass the blue frequencies has also been demonstrated.
Such absorption and fluorescence reactions do not occur, or occur only weakly,
in control water samples. See: "Spectrographic Signatures in Water Induced by
Radiant Fields from Enclosures of Various Materials" by James DeMeo,
presented to the 9th Annual Conference on the Physics, Chemistry and Biology
of Water, 2014. PowerPoint available from:
https://www.academia.edu/8815954/Spectrographic_Signatures_in_Water_Indu
ced_by_Radiant_Fields_from_Enclosures_of_Different_Materials
My observations over those years of the Bion Seminars indicated, the
most highly-charged blue bion particles had the strongest movements,
suggesting the bion’s own intrinsic charge determined its motility, all other
factors being equal. As Reich noted, the orgonotic parameter in the bions
appears to be the motor behind the "Brownian" motions, a point which Robert
Brown came close to understanding in his discussion on "active molecules" —
only years later did others (notably Albert Einstein) make the claim that
Brownian motion was due to temperature effects alone, in yet another blow
against empirical life-energetic findings by crude mechanism.
As Reich noted, his work suffered the burden of being "too much" for the
average person, including the average scientist or physician. Too many puzzles
were solved all at once, and in the bion experiments this is most noteworthy:
A) A solution to the origins of life question.
B) Solving the riddle of the origins of the cancer cell.
C) Discovery of a new and unique biological radiation, the orgone energy.
And by my own observations of modern scientific discovery, Reich’s
work on the bions predicts such things as "apoptosis", or bio-forms in Martian
meteorites, or the existence of entire ecosystems based upon hot nutrient bions
from deep in the oceans along the hydrothermal vents, where photosynthesis is
impossible due to the lack of light. The existence of ultra-hot temperatures
forming copious bions spewing from deep within the Earth’s crust, as also seen
in the blue-glowing waters of thermal hot springs, would by conventional
thinking never predict the presence of living forms. But according to Reich’s
empirically-based discovery of the bions, we anticipate such things, and are not
surprised by them.
It is all still "too much" for most of natural science and medicine, but
today there are serious cracks in the wall of opposition.
References for the Student of Orgonomy on Reich’s Bion Experiments
Firstly, read Reich’s original book on this subject which is foundational reading:
Wilhelm Reich: The Bion Experiments: On the Origins of Life
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Secondly, consult Reich’s work on the bionous origins of the cancer cell, in the
process of bionous disintegration (termed apoptosis by modern scientists
unfamiliar with Reich’s work), and subsequent re-organization of bions into new
amorphous or structured cellular forms, as detailed here:
Wilhelm Reich: The Cancer Biopathy
Reich’s scientific journals also contain additional papers on this subject, by
himself and associates such as Dr. Bernard Grad, and they can be ordered from
the Wilhelm Reich Museum Bookstore: http://www.wilhelmreichtrust.org
There also are a few newer books on the subject of bions, which add additional
information to the subject:
James Strick, Wilhelm Reich Biologist. I’ve already given the Strick
book a 5-star review at Amazon, which is reproduced here:
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/06/29/excellent-new-book-on-wilhelmreichs-bion-research/
Two additional recent works explore the questions raised by Wilhelm
Reich, on bions, Brownian motion, and the origins of life.
Peter Jones: Artificers of Fraud: The Origin of Life and Scientific
Deception
Roberto Maglione: The Motions of Life: Was Einstein Really
Modelling Brownian Movement?
An older publication edited by James DeMeo is also still available,
Heretic’s Notebook: Emotions, Protocells, Ether-Drift and Cosmic Life
Energy. This book carries four different articles on the subject of bions and
their properties:
– "Studies on the Origin of Life: The Preparation of Primordial Cell-Like
Forms", by Bernard Grad
– "Some Observations on Reich’s Experiment 20", by Maxwell Snyder
– "The Sanal Theory of Bong Han Kim: Bion-Like Processes in
Acupuncture and Biology", by Dong Chul Kong and Hyun-Won Kim
– "Bion-Biogenesis Research and Seminars at OBRL: Progress Report",
by James DeMeo
These titles are generally available at most online and better streetside
bookstores, including the Reich books and journals from the Reich Museum
(weblink given above). All other items can be purchased from here:
http://www.orgonelab.org/cart/xbions.htm
++++++++++++++++++++
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7. Protoplasm (Reposted from the OBRL Wordpress Blog, from 3 August
2015): https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/08/03/protoplasm/
From James DeMeo, PhD
Recently I learned of several interesting YouTube videos on the issue of
protoplasm, as expressed in the structure and motions of slime-molds. For those
who don’t know, slime molds are large basic single-cell ameboid type creatures
which are found mostly in wild nature, forests for example, oozing up from the
ground, or inhabiting tree stumps or other rotting material. They appear as if
millions of ameba had suddenly decided to join together into one amorphous
mass, with a break-down in their individual cell walls. Their nuclei remain
intact, but without cell boundaries between them, with shared protoplasm
constituting one large single-cell organism which can flow and pulsate, and
move and grow, divide and then, return together again in one large mass.
One of the original films on slime molds and protoplasm was made by the
Scottish scientist William Seifritz, recovered by the Alexander Lowen institute,
as shown in the front part of the following YouTube video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ihSxAn4WR8
Another interesting YouTube on slime molds was made on the work of
scientist John Bonner, here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkVhLJLG7ug
And here is an entire list of similar videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czk4xgdhdY4&list=PLBEA10586AA503D
12
One must ask, what is the central organizing organ within these slime
molds? What makes them move, without muscles, and what motivates them to
move in such organized manners, in this way or that, without any brain or nerves
by which to organize their structure? They exhibit highly organized behaviors
and movements, not just existing as a puddle of goo, but have no brain, no
nerves, no muscles. So how to they accomplish such unified and highlystructured motility?
By viewing these videos, one gets clues related to the work of Wilhelm
Reich on the existence of an organizing life-energy which itself charges up the
protoplasm, and then by its excitation initiates and creates the pulsations and
movements, the stretching and bending, elongating movements as found within
both single-celled ameba and larger slime molds. As the energy moves and
reacts, so too does the protoplasm react and move, assisted in higher life-forms
by nerves and muscles, but still at root being of a fundamentally bioenergetic
orgonotic nature.
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Reich sought out the ameba as a model organism to test out his theories on
vegetative life functions, that the "reaching out" into the world towards nutrition,
pleasure, contact, love, light or warmth, or "contracting away" from the world in
anxiety, pain and fear, as well as general pulsatory functions of different tissues
and organ systems, were governed by a singular life-energy with bioelectrical
characteristics, which could be excited to flow in the two basic directions —
expansion and contraction – flowing through raw protoplasm in single celled life
forms, or through nerves and muscles in larger, more complex organisms.
Pulsation.
Reich’s ideas along these lines began with his work on the Bioelectrical
Investigation of Sexuality and Anxiety, a remarkable book that is still a light-year
ahead of most other research on these questions of bioelectricity, nerve impulses,
and organismic motility. http://www.amazon.com/Bioelectrical-InvestigationSexuality-Anxiety/dp/0374517282
One sees this principle of pulsation very clearly at work in the slime molds,
giant organized blobs of protoplasm, lacking in brains or nerves or muscles by
which it could organize and move itself, at least by conventional theories of
biology. Consequently, they remain a mystery in biology to this very day, but
gain some clear suggestions about their motional capacities from the work of
Wilhelm Reich.
As Bonner concluded after 70 years of study, there is still much to be
learned about these "lowly" creatures, which in turn impinges upon the motions
and functions of all living creatures.
Thanks to Thanassis Mandafounis for sharing the video by Siefritz.
++++++++++++++
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8. Suffer The Children 1, 2, 3
(Reposted from the OBRL Wordpress Blog, from 26 September 2015):
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/09/26/suffer-the-children-1-2-3/
From James DeMeo, PhD
Here are three items that caught my attention, for reasons as you will see. Tragic.
They highlight major sources of intense suffering and human armoring every
day, that work to destroy entire nations, but addressed in only minimal ways.
Suffer the Children 1.
UK: NHS Records More Than 1,000 FGM Cases In Just Three Months –
See more at: http://pamelageller.com/2015/09/uk-nhs-records-more-than-1000fgm-cases-in-just-three-months.html
1000 cases of female genital mutilations (FGM) in three months is around
11 per day, and that’s just the tip of the iceberg, only the known cases reported
by NHS and only for the UK. How many in the Netherlands? France? Germany?
Canada? The USA? There is no way Western police forces can suppress that,
except by arresting and imprisoning the Muslim clerics and specialized
mutilator-doctors and midwives that commit such horrors. And failure to do so,
for whatever “PC” reasons, is a betrayal of children.
Just what do people in the West think they are going to accomplish, by
importing into their nations millions of such people who do commit this
barbarism on their own children? The welcome matt is placed out for these
barbarian practices, with little or no serious opposition, but women like Hirsi Ali
or Oriana Fallaci were put under death-fatwas by Muslim clerics, for daring to
openly criticize such things, and then run out of Europe by left-wing Islamloving politicians. They were threatened with imprisonment for daring to speak
out against such monstrosities. Truth is the new "hate speech". Dare to openly
criticize such barbaric Islamic practices in many European nations, and you are
committing a "hate speech" crime, even while the barbarism itself — and the
death-fatwas pronounced by bearded fanatics spitting out their hatred — is
hardly punished nor efforts made to put a stop to it. Even the “anticircumcision” groups are bungling this issue badly, being more “culturally
sensitive” to Muslim butchers than they are to the children.
I wrote a full chapter section on both MGM and FGM in my book
Saharasia: Origins of War, Social Violence, Sex-Repression, Child Abuse,
complete with world maps and other details. http://www.amazon.com/SaharasiaOrigins-Sex-Repression-Warfare-Violence/dp/0980231647
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But most people stop up their ears, or have attacked me as a "hater" for
daring to expose this kind of sexual violence against children. My Saharasia
chapter also exposed how FGM is something done by older women to younger
girls, just as MGM is performed by older men on boys. The mutilated becomes
the mutilator, a severe form of emotional plague armoring, where living life and
love is destroyed in the cradle, before it even has a fighting chance.
Suffer the Children 2.
Here’s Why the Progressive Left Keeps Sticking Up for Pedophiles
Salon Magazine recently gave a supportive and apologist’s platform to a selfconfessed pedophile to explain his urges, and basically try to brainwash their
readers as to why his sickness and rapine hatred of children should be legalized.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/09/21/heres-why-theprogressive-left-keeps-sticking-up-for-pedophiles/
It is important to note, that these same "progressive Left" people
apologizing for pedophiles are the very ones who have been slandering Wilhelm
Reich over decades, falsely claiming he was some kind of pervert. I wrote
extensively on this, exposing these sick people, in my book In Defense of
Wilhelm Reich: 80-Years of Mainstream Slander & Defamation
http://www.amazon.com/Defense-Wilhelm-Reich-MainstreamDefamatory/dp/0980231671/
Suffer the Children 3.
Obama/U.S. military leaders tolerating pedophiles in Afghan barracks,
punishing soldiers who try to protect the boys.
http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/opinion/2015/09/23/rick-sanchez-us-toleratingpedophiles-in-afghan-barracks-obamas-abu-ghraib/
The only error in this article is that the problem is not isolated to Afghanistan,
but is problematic across the entire Islamic world. Europeans have correctly
criminalized pedophilia, or child rape, but it exists basically in direct proportion
to the severe taboos about women and healthy adolescent genital sexuality. But
the "progressive" left is so infatuated with homosexuality and Islam, or so
perverse in their own impulses, they turn a blind eye to widespread man-boy
pedophilia (Child Rape!), or man-girl rape in the form of child marriages, and
other types of Islamic misogyny – including “honor” murders of girls and
women who rebel against the Islamic straightjacket.
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What’s most disgusting in this report, now mirrored elsewhere in recent
reports, is how the Obama administration and upper-level military commanders
are punishing American soldiers who dare to try and protect the boys, or dare to
stand up to the Afghan military men who openly flaunt the boys they are raping.
As the Obama “progressives” open up the military to open homosexuals,
creating another set of rape victims (young male recruits), they prohibit
opposition to pedophilia elsewhere American soldiers may observe it, and might
intervene. The same Obama “progressives” open American schools to
homoerotic pedophile propagandists as well, overall demonstrating how large
segments of the Left-progressive movement are even more sexually disturbed
than the conservative Christians against whom they so frequently hurl their
anger – such as the pedophiles in the Catholic Church, who are a tiny minority
as compared to the Islamic pedophiles, or the homosexual pedophiles. If
apologetically permitted by a left-wing President, such things are OK to the
Left. If forbidden by a conservative Pope, who tries to root it out, there is only
fury and rage – perhaps justified in the latter case, but unjustifiably ignored and
rationalized in the former case.
For background, read my Saharasia. http://www.amazon.com/SaharasiaOrigins-Sex-Repression-Warfare-Violence/dp/0980231647
++++++++++++++
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9. James DeMeo Interview by Kresimir Misak on Croation TV, on Wilhelm
Reich and Orgone Energy (Reposted from the OBRL Wordpress Blog, from
31 October 2015):
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/10/31/james-demeo-interview-by-tv-onwilhelm-reich-and-orgone-energy/
I was interviewed for Croatian TV back in 2010, but only recently obtained a
video copy of it, and uploaded to YouTube, as linked below. It is in Croatian
language, but some English comes through, and of course the pictures of me and
the OBRL are visible, with various apparatus and discussions on experiments.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_cuLTJ43HAk

++++++++++++++++
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10. Additional YouTube items posted up for 2015
https://www.youtube.com/user/naturalenergyworks/videos
The OBRL YouTube Channel, linked above, now contains the following new
items. Some are older material, but only recently available by YouTube:

* Conscious Media Interview with James DeMeo, Preview 2009
* Croatian TV, James DeMeo Interview by Kresimir Misak 2010
* James DeMeo Intro to Water Conference, Varna, Bulgaria 2014
* James DeMeo Lecture, Water Conference Introduction 2015
* James DeMeo Lecture, Water Conference, Varna Bulgaria 2015
These items are in addition to several others posted up in prior years,
with a total of more than a half-million views .
11. Additional Internet Essays of Merit by James DeMeo, on various issues:
ORGONOMY & COSMIC ENERGY:
* In French: Nouvelles informations sur les perscutions et la mort de Wilhelm Reich
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/12/04/nouvelles-informations-sur-les-perscutions-et-lamort-de-wilhelm-reich/
* Book Review by Thomas DiFerdinando: In Defense of Wilhelm Reich
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2014/06/12/book-review-in-defense-of-wilhelm-reich/
* Revisited: Reich on War (and Peace)
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/11/06/reich-on-war-and-peace-2/
* Blue glowing flower Hepatica and Orgone Lumination
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/08/10/blue-glowing-flower-hypatica-and-orgonelumination/
* Revisited: Marx – Engels Genocide Quotations. The Hidden History of Marx
and Engels https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/11/18/marx-engels-genocide-quotationsthe-hidden-history-of-marx-and-engels/
* Jet Contrail Science versus “Chemtrails”
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/11/08/jet-contrail-science-versus-chemtrails/
* On the Cosmic Ether of Space
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/11/05/on-the-cosmic-ether-of-space/
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HISTORICAL ISSUES:
* Treaty of Versailles Myths, and Non-Payment of German War Reparations.
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/10/12/treaty-of-versailles-myths-and-non-payment-ofgerman-war-reparations/
* On Winston Churchill and Islam
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/01/06/on-winston-churchill-and-islam
* Follow-Up: Winston Churchill and Islam, and the Paris (and Nigerian) massacres
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/01/09/follow-up-winston-churchill-and-islam-and-theparis-and-nigerian-massacres/
CLIMATE CHANGE CONTROVERSY
* New Evidence for “Official Adjustments” in Global Temperature Data, to Support
Global Warming Fraud https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/02/08/new-evidence-forofficial-adjustments-in-global-temperature-data-to-support-global-warming-fraud-2
* Debate no more! Jailed for scientific dissent?! Twenty climate scientists, including Top
UN scientist, call for RICO investigation of climate skeptics in letter to Obama
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/09/18/debate-no-more-jailed-for-scientific-dissenttwenty-climate-scientists-including-top-un-scientist-call-for-rico-investigation-of-climateskeptics-in-letter-to-obama/
* “If you disagree with us (about climate change), you are a dirty no-good genocidal
Nazi!” (NY Times) https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/09/16/if-you-disagree-with-meyou-are-a-dirty-no-good-genocidal-nazi-ny-times/
* Arctic Has Gained Hundreds Of Miles Of Ice The Last Three Years
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/09/10/arctic-has-gained-hundreds-of-miles-of-ice-thelast-three-years/
* Correcting the Central Errors (and Fraud) in Conventional CO2 Theory of
Global Warming https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/06/07/correcting-the-central-errorsand-fraud-in-conventional-co2-theory-of-global-warming
* NOAA Fiddles With Climate Data To Erase Global Cooling
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/06/04/noaa-fiddles-with-climate-data-to-erase-globalcooling/
SAHARASIAN EXPANSION AND ISLAMIC VIOLENCE:
* There is No such thing as a “Peaceful Islam”.
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/11/21/there-is-no-such-thing-as-a-peaceful-islam
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* It has nothing to do with Islam
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/01/14/it-has-nothing-to-do-with-islam/
* Sex-Economic Factors, Driving the Islamic invasion of Europe
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/10/24/sex-economic-factors-driving-the-islamicinvasion-of-europe/
* Update on the European Saharasian Immigration-Invasion Crisis
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/10/09/update-on-the-european-saharasian-immigrationinvasion-crisis/
* “World On Fire”! Islamic Child Abuse, Sexual Violence, Rape of Women: Anomaly
or Mainstream? https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/02/25/world-on-fire-islamic-childabuse-sexual-violence-rape-of-women-anomaly-or-mainstream
* No-Go Zones for non-Muslims, Yes They Do Exist
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/02/05/no-go-zones-for-non-muslims-yes-they-do-exist/
* A Month of Islam in Britain: April 2015: Muslim Rape Gangs, Terrorists as ‘PopIdols,’ and the Trafficking of Children
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/05/18/a-month-of-islam-in-britain-april-2015-muslimrape-gangs-terrorists-as-pop-idols-and-the-trafficking-of-children/
* Muslim Refugees (?) Chant “Allahu Akbar”, “F**K YOU”, Attack Citizens,
Throw Feces https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/09/08/muslim-refugees-chant-allahuakbar-fk-you-attack-citizens-throw-feces/
* Islamic Sexual Slaves — Price List Available
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/08/05/islamic-sexual-slaves-price-list-available/
* Defunding Israel but Blind to Islamophobia Ripoffs?
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/06/19/defunding-israel-but-blind-to-islamophobiaripoffs
* Child-Rape Crimes Covered Up – Rotherham Revisited
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/06/03/child-rape-crimes-covered-up-rotherhamrevisited/
* The Muslim Massacres in Paris: Anticipated, Predicted, but Warning Signs Ignored
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2015/11/14/the-muslim-massacres-in-paris-anticipatedpredicted-but-ignored/

A series of additional short notes and references to media reports on similar
subject material is also found at Dr. DeMeo’s Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/jamesdemeophd
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12. OBRL SEMINAR 29-31 Aug. 2015 - Sorry You Missed Out!
Instructors: James DeMeo and Thomas DiFerdinando
Main lectures held at Southern Oregon University in Ashland, Oregon
Go here for some nice photos of the events and people.
http://www.orgonelab.org/events.htm

The Orgone Biophysical Research Laboratory

Field Trip to Crater Lake National Park: Bluest Water in the World!

Note: Dr. DeMeo may host a weekend laboratory seminar at
OBRL during Summer 2016. If interested, contact OBRL.
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13. Continuing Work on the Spectrographic Signatures in Orgone Charged
Water, and Rainwater. Update Report
Those who have followed my experimental investigations into the
spectrographic properties of orgone-charged distilled water will recall how I
discovered a far-UV absorption signature in such water, a spectral signature that
was not present, or present only weakly, in un-charged control distilled water
samples. I presented several papers on this subject to the International
Conference on the Physics, Chemistry and Biology of Water, starting in 2009,
and continuing in 2011, 2014 and 2015. This line of research also led to the
discovery of a related spectral fluorescence signature that covers the near-UV
and blue frequencies. This signal was a clear verification of Reich’s concepts of
“orgonotic lumination”, that the orgone energy content of water would, under
excitation by UV frequencies as found in natural sunlight, react with a deep and
lusterous bluish glow. My lecture PowerPoints to the Water Conferences are
available on my Academia.edu and ResearchGate.net websites, and videotapes
of those lectures are also available on YouTube:
Academia.edu
https://orgonelab.academia.edu/JamesDeMeo
The OBRL YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/user/naturalenergyworks/videos
What is new in these findings for 2015 is that rainwater from a good strong
storm also shows this same set of far-UV absorption and near-UV+blue
fluorescence reactions. Weak drizzles have not so far shown these results,
indicating they are weakly charged as compared to heavier rains. These findings
also parallel the widely observed but rarely understood phenomenon of the
bluish “snow holes” regularly seen in deep snow banks, and possibly also for
deep bluish waters pooling at the surface of glacier ice, as well as the fluorescent
quality of ice-masses under solar excitation.
These are basic new findings in water research and orgone biophysics, and stand
as a strong support for Reich, in the discovery of a completely new parameter
which is strongly influenced by charging water samples inside the orgone
accumulator. Such charged water, in turn, is spectrographicallysimilar to
vigorous healthy rains, but not in weak drizzles. Additional confirming
investigations are underway, with a detailed research paper in the works.
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Spectroscopy of Strong Heavy Natural Rain/Snow
(minus distilled water control spectra)
Far-UV Absorption

Near UV & Blue Fluorescence

A thick layer of snow gains a bluish color, as seen at a right-angle inside the
OBRL Solarium, illuminated by sunlight on the opposing exterior side.
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14. Research Project: CORE: Western Drought Emergency
In 2014, a lot of work went into repairing and upgrading two large cloudbusters
at the OBRL field site, with plans to put them into use as soon as possible
thereafter. One of these units was repaired, though barely, at the time when
natural rains were usually anticipated, in Fall of 2014. The efforts at OBRL
were coordinated within the larger CORE Network, of skilled cloudbuster
operators and a few apprentices, working from four different stations along the
West Coast. One in Oregon, and three in California ranging from Mt. Shasta to
San Diego. A study of rainfall patterns for Winter 2014-2015 obtained from
official sources indicated rainfall totals were higher in the regions surrounding
every one of the field operations stations, but lower elsewhere. This indicated a
good local results, but also that we had not yet taken down the basic energetic
blocking which led to the drought problem in the first place. A preliminary
discussion of the Winter 2014-2015 events was given in the last OBRL
Newsletter #27.
Starting in late 2015, the overall results were better. A second cloudbuster
was repaired and put into operations at the OBRL field site by October 2015,
again in cooperation with the CORE Net operators. By mid December, rains and
snows were falling all across the West Coast, including into very dry drought
regions of Southern California. Nearly a meter of snow had accumulated at the
OBRL facility east of Ashland, at 4300’ elevation, and even more along higher
mountain territory. Natural weather pulsations had been restored, and all
operations were terminated in late December, letting Nature take its course. We
hope this good situation will continue naturally for the next few months, without
the need for further CORE work. It is a greatly improved situation following
about three years of drought, and the second largest snowfall seen in this area for
20 years. A more detailed weather analysis will be required before saying more
about it.
I should also mention, a strong effort has been made over the last four years
to gain financial and logistical support either from government agencies in
California or Washington, DC, or from wealthy farmers in the California Central
Valley regions, to fund a more ambitious effort of drought-abatement that could
have benefited the entire Southwest. Government agencies and top political
leaders were directly contacted, as were a few of the more wealthy farmers. The
reaction overall has been a loud silence, with only one return inquiry out of
about 100 outreach efforts. Only a few private individuals without the financial
means to fund such an undertaking have expressed interest in our efforts.
The situation is one of “armored bureaucracy”, where the entire agricultural
infrastructure of water resources in California – to include the cloudseeders,
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irrigation districts, reservoir owners, irrigation-desiring mega-farms, welldrillers, pipeline developers and those wishing to build numerous mega-million
desalinization plants – has no serious interest in natural rainfall, even if it means
that forests and small towns burn down, or entire communities are devastated
due to lack of drinking water and economic collapse. Natural rains means, the
irrigation infrastructure loses money, and gets cut off from a river of taxpayer
funding. Government water bureaucracy and regulatory agencies also get
swollen budgets during drought, with no motivations to try anything that would
end the gravy train. The authentic CORE discoveries of Reich also constitute a
risk of public-skeptic ridicule if they did ever provide assistance. This is in
addition to the emotional threat, ressurecting the older concepts of cosmic
energy, which is today smashed down by modern medicine, physics and
meteorology. Nevertheless, CORE Network produced limited good results.

Winter scene at OBRL, late December 2015
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IMPORTANT BOOKS YOU SHOULD HAVE IN YOUR LIBRARY
Saharasia: Findings made more that 15 years before 911, still pertinent and
essential to understand the terrorism, violence, misogyny and rapine predatory
behavior of Islamic culture -- the deadly sex-economic disaster within Islamic
regions -- now being imported into Europe and North America, by irresponsible
politicians and their supporters.
For full details, get the book:
Saharasia: The 4000 BCE Origins of ChildAbuse, Sex-Repression, Warfare and Social
Violence, In the Deserts of the Old World
by James DeMeo
Available internationally from here:
http://www.naturalenergyworks.net
or here:
http://www.amazon.com/Saharasia-Origins-SexRepression-Warfare-Violence/dp/0980231647
ALSO:
In Defense of Wilhelm Reich: Opposing the 80-Years’ War of Mainstream
Defamatory Slander Against One of the 20th Century’s Most Brilliant
Physicians and Natural Scientists, by James DeMeo
Available internationally from:
http://www.naturalenergyworks.net and:
http://www.amazon.com/Defense-Wilhelm-Reich-MainstreamDefamatory/dp/0980231671/
In Defense of Wilhelm Reich unmasks Reich’s worst detractors:
Political leftists and advocates of the poisonous new “Genderism”.
REVIEW of In Defense of Wilhelm Reich, by Thomas Diferdinando:
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2014/06/12/book-review-in-defense-ofwilhelm-reich/
A hearty thanks to Mr. Diferdinando for his kind words.
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OBRL Funding Request
Orgone Biophysical Research Lab
Funding James DeMeo's and OBRL's Fourth Decade of Orgonomic Research
http://www.orgonelab.org/donate
All the above-described research projects and publishing efforts were made
possible by Dr. DeMeo’s own hard work, helped by various volunteer
associates, and most essentially by the generous donations and book-purchases
of OBRL supporters. Your Financial Support is needed and very much
appreciated. We are soliciting funds today primarily for continuing laboratory
experimental work at the OBRL, notably for the water spectroscopy and Core
field-work underway.
You can either DONATE ONLINE
http://www.orgonelab.org/donate
Or you can send a check made out to “OBRL” or to “Orgone Biophysical
Research Lab”, and send to PO Box 1148, Ashland, Oregon 97520.
OBRL is an IRS-approved 501(c)(3) non-profit foundation, established in 1978,
and your donation is tax-deductible.
Please also consider to remember OBRL in your Testament or Bequests.
+++++++
Due to the high costs of printing and mailing, Internet and
email are today our primary communication methods.
Get on the automated OBRL Yahoo e-lists
(if you have not already done so). Help us to keep you informed.
Go here, scroll down and add your email address:
http://www.orgonelab.org/OBRLNewsletter.htm
OBRL-News items are also posted to the OBRL-News Blog, which you can visit
at your leisure. Here:
http://obrlnews.wordpress.com/
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Thanks very much for your interest and support.
Once more....
Our Best (Belated) Wishes for the New Year 2016!
James DeMeo, PhD
Director of OBRL
contact@orgonelab.org

The OBRL High Altitude Research Lab and Office,
with Observatory, Seminar Room and Solarium.
Our Home Base, Summertime View.
Copyright © 2015

All Rights Reserved

This Newsletter produced by
James DeMeo, PhD, and the
Orgone Biophysical Research Laboratory
Ashland, Oregon, USA
http://www.orgonelab.org http://www.saharasia.org

Please share this download weblink within your circle:
http://www.orgonelab.org/OBRLNewsletter.htm
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